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1 Introduction 

In I?&6 the Mechanics Cmnittee A.R*C. noted the scarcity of 
flight load fltatist~cs and recmw2ad the mediate collectmn of 
statistical data152. Until more amtable equipment should become 
available a multi-channel recording oscillograph was to be used, the 
equipment to be operated by a i.rauwd observer over standard airline 
routes. 

In 1947 some trial fllghls were made =n a Lancaster. The purpose 
of the flights was to develop a technique of measuremwlt using Miller 
multi-channel osclllcgraph rccordlng uquipmcnt, 

h account of these test flights and of' the technique developed 
is given m thx report. The technique includes mc&ficat~ons to the 
equipment, and methods of calibration and sampling for use in flight. 
The analysu of the records 10 also cliscusscd.. 

2 Ewipment and lnstallatlon 

A brief account of the Miller recording equipment and of the 
accelerometer and strain gauge pick-ups 1s &5ven in Appendix I; further 
details are to be found in a paper by Bennett,Richards and Vossj. In 
order to carry out the present work it was necessary to make a number 
of modifications to the equipment both befcrc and during the flight 
tests. The purpose of these mod~ficatlons was to render equipment 
normally used. to measure accelerations up to + 12~ over short periods 
of time suitable for mcasuremcnt of small str&s and accelerations 
(normally less than 2 lg) over a long period of time. A lzst of the 
modificati.ons is given in Appendix I. 

Notes on the lnstallatlon of the Miller equipment and of the 
accelerometer and strain gauge pick-up s are also given in Appendix I. 
Particular care was taken to watcrprocf the straLn gauges in order to 
reduce draft as much as pcssi ble, but because of the long periods of 
tune over which strains wxc recorded, drift produced appreciable errors. 

3 Description of fli.p,ht tests 

Eighteen f&&i, tesl,s wzre made. Most of them were made to test 
the modifications to the eqw.pmcnt and, ow.ng to a long period of 
unsernccability of the aircraft, only a short tlrn? was avaiLable for 
the dcvclopwnt of a gutable tcchruquc. The details arc &ivcn in 
Append= II, a swnmuy of which I,S given below. 

The first six flight teutc were concerned with the elimine.tLon 
of faults due to the w= of a muoh slower speed for the recording paper 
than the standard, (4 inch/seccn4 instead of 5 uyA/second), and with 
the adaptation of Statham Q-p,; accelcrometsrs for use with Miller 
recorclufi equipment* 'The seventh flight WG of long dw%tzon (3& hours) 
and thti records showed considerable drift Ln the moan values of the 
accclcrations and strains* The eighth to fifteenth flights were 
concerned with the testing of firtier mcclifications made to the Statham 
accelerometers and with the use of a faster speed (1 wch/sccond) for 
the recording paper* Analysis of the rccotis obtained In these flights 
showed an unsatisfactory amount of drift and variation in sensitinty. 
It was C?t this stage that the aircraft became unserviccablc for three 
months and only three more flight tests could be fitted in. Of t11cse 
the sixteenth flight was short and made to test the functionw of the 
cquipmcnt after the long period of unscr~ccab~lity, and the last two 
qlights were a 34 hours flight to study the calibration of the strain 
gauges anCi a 63 hoti cross -country flight to make a fIna check on the 
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complete unit, The drift and variation of sensitivity still remained 
appreciable and special measures for determining the sensitivity in 
flight and correcting for drift in the analysis are described in 
Appendices III snd V. 

4 Technique of recording flight loads 

4.1 Calibration of pick-ups and recording equipment 

The Lancaster test flights shcwed that reliable results could 
not be obtained. if laboratory calibrations made prior to the test 
flights were used to interpret the measurements made in flight. For 
this reascn methcds of calibrating both equipment and pick-ups in 
flight were devised., A detailed description of' the methcds is given 
in AppendixaI. 

&,Z Limitation cn the frequency of loads to be measured 

Williams' has divided repeated loads into three types:- 

(i) Very large loads of the order of half the ultimate load prcduced 
by exceptionally rough air conditions. 

(ii) wler loads that are constantly but intermittently met under 
slightly bumpy air conditions. 

(iii) Still smsller loads produced by rescnance of the st?XQture under 
the forcing frequencies of engine cr airscrew. 

In the trial tests on the Lancaster attention was focussed cn the 
development of' a technique for measuring loads of the second wpe. The ‘ 
accelerations associated with the third type although large produce 
little load in the main ?mg structure because of their high frequency. 
These accelerations were eliminated from the records since they would 
have obscured them. The absence cfanymeascrable high frequency varia- 
tion in the records of strain in the main spars confirms the smallness 
of the loads in the main wing structure a sscciated. with the high fre- 
quency accelerations. Electrical damping was used to cut cut the high 
frequency accelerations. The amount of damping finally selected gave 
y!$ of full response at IO c.p.s. Above this frequency the respcnse 
fell off rapidly, about 33% of full response being obtained at 30 c.p.s. 

4.3 Technique of sampling 

In recording accelerations and strains in a series of flights 
designed to provide statistical data on flight loads, it is necessary, 
if the recording ic not to be continuous, to decide at what times 
during the flight records are to be taken The esrly trials cn the 
Lancaster showed. that the speed of the recording paper could not be 
sufficiently redwed to make continuous record-g a practical prcpcsi- 
ticn, (except fcr a very small number of flying hours). For this reason 
it was necessary to resort to a sampling procedure. Such a procedure 
has the disadvantage of introducing a greater margin of errcr in 
estimating the frequency of cccurrence of high loads which only occur 
infrequently, However, little aoccracy is lost in estimating the lower . 
andmcre frequently ~Xurring loads and it is probable that, even if 
recording was not limited to samples, 
ssmpling during analysis 4 

the records would still require 
. 

* 
Euring the test flights it became clear that the variation in 

the magnitude of the repeated loads along the flight path tended to lie 
in the same range for ccnsidsrable periods of time making it possible 
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for the experienced observer to vary the frequency of sampling with the 
severity of the loads encountered* In this way a limited amount of 
recording paper could be usedmore efficiently, and statistioal data 
on the frequency of occurrence of lhe higher loadi could be obtained 
with a smaller margin of error than Af the frequency of s<ampling were 
kept constant, 

Suggested frequencies of sampling and a list of the observations 
to be logged at the time of sampling are given in Appendix IV- 

5 a Analysis of the records -- 

Miller records of aocoleration ,lnd strain in flight contain a 
great deal of information, but not in a statistics.1 form, and. considerable 
labour is involved in extractin& such information from the records. !rhe 
statistical data contained in the records can be classified under two 
headings:- 

(i) Data partioular to the airGraft in which the measurements are taken 
showing the effect of flexibility on the distribution of the loads 
induced in the structure: (this doe s not include the effect of 
flexLbility on the external air loads and hence on the induced 
titernal loads). 

(ii) Data of a more general application on the magnitude and frequency 
of the gusts and other loads encountered. 

Of these, (ii) are probably the more important and form the usual 
objective of measuring loads encountered in fh.ght5~6>7e Information 
under heading (1) can be obtained directly from the strains and aocelera- 
tions measured at various stations on the aircraft (see Fig-T), but that 
under heading (ii) must be derived from the measured response of the 
aircraft0 Methods of determining the acceleration of the centre of 
gravity of the aircraft for the purpose of estimating the magnitude of 
the equivalent gusts enoountered by the aircraft are described in 
Appendix V. 

Whether statistical information J.EE required under headings (i) 
or (ii) it is necessary to make a count of strains and accelerations 
according to a scheme of classification, The form and soope of the 
count adopted for a particular series of flights depends on the type 
of data required and the effort available for ‘analysing the records- 
If special cqUpment =s built the form u which the count is made msy 
be partly determLned by the operations, which it can conveniently be 
designed to perform. For the purpose of f'reming fatigue tests in the 
laboratory a useful form of' count ~.s that in which the peaks are 
counted in bands and classified aocord~ng to the range between each 
peak and its adjacent troughs. ' In analysing a large number of records 
the labour involved in counting peaks and ranges is very great, and it 
may be found necessary to restrict the full count to a limited nmber 
of representative records, counting only peaks for the remaining records. 

An acComt of the preliminary work neocssary before making a count 
(c-g0 the dt?termination of the scale of deflection and position of the 
base line) and a detailed description of methods of counting, including 
a description of a 'grid analyser ' dCsqnkd. to assist in analysing the 
records, are given in Appendices V and VIS 

6 Conclusions 

Flight tests in a Lancaster show that Miller equipment can be 
modified to record strain s and accelerations from which statistical data 
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on flight loads can be obtained. The use of Miller equipment involves 
slxois.1 techniques for calibrating the equrpment in flight, elimL=ting 
unwanted accelerations associated wxth engine mbratioins, and. limitmg 

c 

the amount of recording paper by a samplug procedure u which the 
frequexy of sampling 1s adlusted to the degree of turbulence encountered. 

From the records of strain and acceleration thus obtamed statistical 
data on the magnitude and frequency of' the applied gusts and manoeuvre 
loads and on the distribution of the internal loads can be extracted. 
A useful form in which to present the informatxsn 1s that of a oount 
of peak accelerations or strains classified in bands and according to 
the associated range between each peak and its adJacent troughs. An 
analysis in this form involves considerable labour. A sis@er method 
oonszsts of oounting peaks (or thresholds crossed) classified only 
accordmg to magnitude. It is ah advantage if this swple count can 
be correlated tith the mcrre complicated count since alone it does not 
provide all the tiormation neoessary for framing fatigue tests in the 
laboratory. 

The use of Miller oqurpment to obtain statistical information on 
flight loads is to be regarded as an interim measure until snore suitable 
equzpment has been developed. 
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APPENDIX I 

Modification and Installation of' Equipment 

Description of equipment 

(9 $ler recording equipment 

l?cw the benefit of readers unfamiliar with ths Miller recording 
equipment the following brief description of' the particular models used 
in the Lancaster tests is given:- 

The equipment consists of two power packs, two six-channel 
amplifiers, Type C2, and one twelve-channol oscillograph, model H. 
The power packs provide the various low and high tension supplies 
requir& for the amplifiers, and. also a closely regulated IO volt 1000 
c.p.s. supply for the pick-ups* The ampliflors contain pairs of bridge 
arms which with the pick-up arms form a complete A.C. bridge. Means 
for initially balancing the bridge and inlocting a calibration signal 
(termed 'blipping') are provided In the amplifiers the out-of-balance 
signals from the bridges are amplified, demodulated, filtered and again 
amplified They sre then fed mto the Miller twelve-channel electro- 
magnetic recorder. This recorder contains twelve D'Arsonval galvono- 
meters each of which deflects a spot of light across a six inch v&de 
photographic reoording paper, the deflection being sensibly linear over 
a distance of + I&" for each of the 100 0.p.s. galvoncmoters used. 
When records aFe being taken the recording paper is driven at a fixed 
speed which oan be varwd in four steps from 5 to 20 inch/second, The 
recording paper is marked with a time scale by means of a slotted disc 
revolving in front of a lamp, the speed of the disc being determined by 
a synchronous motor controlled by a vibrating reed0 A numbering device 
prints the number of the record at foot intervals. The emount of record- 
ing paper used is shown on a footage indicator, the maximum capacity of 
the spools being 200 feet- A means of visually observing the position 
of the twelve spots of light on the paper is provided. Both power packs 
and recorder are run off a 12 volt D-C* supply- 

(ii) Acceleration pick-ups 

Statham accelerometer-~ This is a resistance type accelerometer 
incorporating all four bridge arms in the accelerometer. It is designed 
to measure accelerations over the range 2 12.g and has a natural frequency 
0f 270 C.P.S. 

Miller Accelerometer0 This induction type accelemeter is designed 
for use with Miller recording equipment and contains only two bridge arms, 
It measures aoceler~tions over a range 
quency of I80 c,p.s. 

of 212g and has a natural fre- 

Modifications to equipment 
, 

Various modifications were necessary to adapt the stendardMi&?r 
recording equipment described above for mmmli.ng loads in flight. 
Some of those modifications were carried out before the flight tests 
and some during the oourso of the tests. Only brief mention will be 
made of modifications which have no bearing on the equipment in its 
final state. 

Modifications prior to commencement of flight tests 

(i) Addition of damping circuits - 
Provision was made for introducing between the signal and earth 



condensers of capacity varying from OeOOl UF to 0.1 LJF in discrete 
steps. This damping was introduced before the final amplification 
stage and necessitated the use of ancillary gear which was arranged 
to plug into the amplif'iers~ 

(ii) Slowing down of recording paper 

A slower paper speed of $ inch/second was prov&xlon the twlw- 
channel recorder. This was additional to the four standard speeds 
already available. 

(iii) Modification to amplifiers to cut out the two bridge arms - 

This modification was necessary sirroe the Statham accelerometers 
contained a complete bridge of four arms so that the two arms normally 
provided by the amplifier to complete the bridge were not required. 
Elimination of these two arms had the effect of also eliminating the 
calibrating device ~noluded in the amplifiers, and other means had to 
be prcvidcd whereby an electrical signal of known voltage could bo 
inJected into the recording equipment for calibration purposes. The 
whole of this modification was dropped later in favour of modification 
(vci) omng to various snags inherent in the arrangement: 

Further modifications during flight tests 

(iv) Alternative lamp brilliancies for $ &h/second paper speed 

It was found necessary to alter the r?lative brilliancies of 
the galvcnometer lamp and time marker lamp to obtain better definition 
of recording at slow spwds~ A switch was provided for making this 
change. 

(v) Change of slowest speed of recording 

The additional slow speed was increased from 5 inch/second to 1 mch/ 
second. for greater clarity of reoording and to be able to distinguish 
frequencies up to 10 c,p.s. 

(vi) Increase of intervals between time marks 

The number of time marks was decreased from 100 a second to 5 
a second to avoid obscuring the record* For this purpose a new disc 
was made v&th a single slot instead of 20 slots0 

(vii) Modification to Statham accelerome,tcrs to cut cut two arms 

The originalmodificatxon to the amplifiers to cut out two arms 
necessitatea cutting out the potcnticmeter for initially balancing the 
bridge. The laok of zero adJustme& wa s found to be extreme1.y inoon- 
venient and instead of cutting cut the amplifier arms it was decided to 
modify the Statham accelercmoters to operate on two arms only. This 
modification had the disadvantag e of halving the sensitivity of the 
Statham accelerometers but &spite this they still proved sufficiently 
sensitive. 

Introduction of a 1000 c.p.sO galvonometer to give a datwn line 

It was found that the width of the recording papor varied and it 
was not sufficiently accurate to measure deflection of the traces from 
the edge of the paper. Ono of the twelve-channels was thcrefcre used 
to give * datw line, a 1000 c.pOs. galvoncmeter being fitting for this 
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purpose- (The 1000 c*p,s- galvonometer was less liable to small 
spurious effects due to acceleration than the ICC c.p.s. galvanometers 
used to me2sure zccelemtzons and strains,) 

Change in source - of high tension cupply for time marker 

The h&gh tension batteries originally fatted to provide a 24C volt 
D.C- supply for the time marker did not maintain this voltage satisfactorily 
and were replaced by a small power pack running off the same 12 volt 
accumulator as the twelve-chsnnel recorder. 

Substitution of Miller for Statham accelerometers 

It was decided for purposes of comparison to fit Miller induction 
type 6.ccelermneters instead of Statham accelercmt~rs ,zt four statIons. 
This change was made about half way through the test flights, but 
comparisons between the behaviour of the two typos in flight wro 
inconcluciv2, It was finally dccidcd to use Statham accelerometers 
since laboratory tests showed that they possessed better characteristics 
when s\zb~ec+z d to varying temperatures, 

Pick-ups andMiller equipment finally selected - 

As has been described above various modifications and alterations 
were made before and during the course of the flight tests. Of the 
arrangements tried the following were the most promising:- 

Accelerometers~ 
arms only. 

Statham accelerometers modified to operate on two 

Strain gauges- Pritish Thermostat resistance strain gauges, ZCC ohms 
and 1000 ohms, (this was 
on these flights). 

the only make of resistance strain gauge tested 

Recording equipment. Standard M&.er equipment consisting of 2 power 
packs, 2 six-channel amplifiers - Model C2, 1 twelve-channel recorder - 
Model H, with the following mo&fications:- 

(I) Additional damping 0.01 J~F before tne final amplification 
stage+ 

(2) Additional film speed of 1 inch/second, 

(3) Frequency of tx.me wks reduced to 5 per second. 

(4) Fitting of 1 1000 c.p.s- galvonometer in twelve-channel 
recorder - the other galvoncmetcrs to bc 100 c,p.s9 

(5) High tension supply for time marker from additional power 
pack running off a 12 volt accwmilator, (The accumulator supplying 
the recorder can be wed for this purpose.) 

Power Sunnl~. At least six 12 volt I+0 emp hour accumulators are required 
for a six hour flight. An arrangement for oharging spareaowvmilatw.9 
during flight would be an advantage. 

Installation cf equipment 

The installation of the equipment on the Lancaster was carried out 
as follows:- 

Accelerometers. Statham resistance type accelerometers wore fitted at 
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eight stations:- three spaced along the port wing front spar, one on 
the port inner engine, one on the port outer engine, and three along 
the fuselage at the nose, front spar, and tail. The posItIons are 
shown UI Eg.1. All accelerometers were attached by brackets or clamps 
to the most rigid part of the aircraft structure available, The 
accelerometers were connected to the recording equipment by four-cored 
metal-sheathed rubber-covered cables (supplied by the Miller Corporataon). 
Connections to the accelerometer leads were made by terminal blocks. 

Straan gauges0 Strain measurements were taken at four positions along 
the VQng spars: Just outboerd of the port xner engine on the front 
spar top boom, on the front end rear spar top boom in the fuselage and 
Just outboard of the starboard inner engane on the front spar top boom, 
(see Fig.1). The gauges used were Brltlsh Thermostat wire resistance 
gauges of resx3tance 200 ohms. The main gauge was at'cachcd to the flat 
of the T-boom so that it nieasured the longitudinal boom stress, and a 
matched dummy gauge (for temperature compensation) was attaohed at right 
angles to the main gauge. A spare gauge and dunmy were similarly 
attached at every statIon as a precaution against fa&lurc of the first 
pair. 
stat). 

The resistance of thespare gauges was 1000 ohms (British Thermo- 
The gauges Tgere stuck to the cleaned metal surfaces with Durcfix 

and left to dry for 24 hours. Aftcr this peraod they were artificially 
dried out by maintaining a current of 60 mill&amps through the gauge 
windings, tha heat generated serving to dry out the fixative and any 
moisture present, Drying was continued until the leakage resistance 
to earth had been increased to a satisfactory level, (of the order of 
50 megohms for a 100 volt potential between the gauge wxndmg and earth). 
The gauges wore then tiediately waterproofed by paintxng with melted 
DiJell and covered I-rith oiled silk. A final covering of polythene tape 
was added to prevent the DiJellbexng rubbed off. The gauges ware . 
connected to the recording equipment by means of four-cored metal-sheathed 
cables (quadramet 4): SIP&~ lengths of duratubo wire were used for the 
connections between the quadramet 2nd the gauges, and all Joins soldered, 
insulated and watorproofod wxth DiJell‘ 

Miller recording equipment. This recordxng equipment was mounted zn 
wooden trays attached to the navigator's table, A 2 inch thick rubber 
sheet was ilaced between the recorder and its tray as an anti-vibration 
mounting, and all the equipment was held down by elastic cords, The 
arrangement was suoh that the instrument dials on the power packs and 
amplifiers oould be easily seen by the seated observer0 
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No. of 
test 

flight 
1 

Date Purpose of flight, Faults detected Modifications Ground Tests 

4.6.47 

9.6.47 

7.6.47 

General functioning of 
apparatus0 

c 

APPENDIX II 

I%ry of Test Flights and Progress 

(a1 Identification of channels 
not clear0 

(b) Absence of zero adJustment 
for Stathm accelermeters 
unsatisfactoryG 

(c) Paper fogged at slowest 
speed ($ im~econd), 

(a) Channels 8 and 11,not 
operating. 

(e) Readings of stram gauge 
IO aad accelercmeter 3 
inverted. 

(f) Severe high frequency 
vibration cccurring in 
records of accelemwtm 7, 

(g) Time mark obscure- 

(a) No ident3,fiCation nmibws 
on records. 

(b) High frequency vibration 
on channel 8. 

(c) Identification and calibre 
tion of accelermeter 
chanrds still unsatisfac- 
tory. 

(a) Power pack failure just 
before flight. 

- 

Manufacture of 
ticillzuy apparatus 
to ovemme (a) and 
(b) started. 

Position of 
accelercmeter 7 
changes to obtam 
greater rigidity of 
mounting* 

Sxitoh provided to 
shangs relative 
power of recording 
mattitig lamps. 

Laboratmy tests 
put in hand to 
3.etermme causes 
of (0) and. cd. 

!d.igrlment test ma.& 
on recordw - 
results satisfactory 
(16.6.47). 

Zannel sensitivitit3 5 Trouble in peer 
uljustd to givz mom e pack thought to 
zqual amplificatLez* be caus$d by over- 
(16.6.47). heating. 

. l \ 

Faults (d) and (e) 
traced to wiring of 
filter box. 

Idea of havmg 
cont~uous zero 
adJustment for 
accelerometers 
abandoned (11.6.471 

A sheet of paper 
fixed to the time 
marker disc to cut 
out a nmber of the 
slots improved the 
clarity of the time 
marks. 



APFENDIX II (Contd.) 

No. of 
test 

flight 

4 

Date 

?0.6.47 

t4.6.47 

!6.6.47 

t6.6.47 

Purpose of flight 

ktermination of 
mount of electrical 
lamping requrea* 
:nvestigation xnto 
>he mount of vibra- 
Son excited at 
liffelxnt speeds. 

u 

zmiy of strain gaugs 
.evels on the hound 
md in the air. 

i; hour flight to six@ 
lrift in mesn levels 
luring flight. 

- 

Y 

Faults detected ModLfications Ground !I’ests Remarks 

(a) Failure of accmmlators~ 
(b) Dsmpmg appears to be 

inconsistent. 
(c) Microphmy test shows small 

spurious signals cm some 
channels a 

(a) Failure of pow??? pck d.urtiq 
flight. 

(b) Drift in accelerometer mzan 
levels. 

(a) Flight abandoned owing to 
janming of mccm%ng paper. 

(a) Failure of chm-mels 7 and 

(b) ~~&m-aticm causing janminh 
of recording paper" 

(c) Dtift observed on scmz 
acceleran+r channels - 
especially between take-off 
and f3.r.d level flight 
rsading- 

,k=nufacture of 
xtra gear vrheels 
to give paper speec 
IfI i.rx9+xond put 
in hma. 

1~000 c.p.s. gal- 
m-mneter fitted 01 
:hannel7togive 
latwn ljne. 

Z-s.lvonometer zero Drift thought to be 
uljustmnts locked due to shift of' 
tith Durofix. galvonmeter 2.6~0. 

:heck of' resistance 
to earth of strain 
plgese All resistance: 
p-*ater than 20 megohm, 

An attempt to 
use heavy dam?mg 
to give smooth 
level flight rea& 
ings to be used as 
a datum for the 
stram gauge readin! 
was unsuccessfxl. 
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No. of 
test 

flight 
a 

9 

10 

II 

nzte 

27.6.47 

15.7.47 

5.7.47 

6.7.47 

~Pwpose of f-light 

General funct1onlng of 
appalatus ‘ 

Yials of new paper 
!peea (1 imh/swJna)" 

l?aults detected Mod.ifice.tions Ground Tests 

(a) Failwe of pomr pack* 

:a) Adjustments in 
sensititity required. 

4 statban z.xxlero- 
meters replaced by 
4 Miller accelero- 
me ta-s. 

Pos~tlon of acce1ero- 
meter 2 moved rearer 
that of fundzmental 
node on front spar. 

New timing mark disc 
fitted with one slot 
lnsteaa of tw-lty 

Nev gear i-rhesls 
fitted to give paper 
speed of I inch/second. 

Large CumiLUS ClOU 
IzKLable but piTlo 
id not consider i 
safe to make deep 
x?netrationse 
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-I- 
Date 

7.7.47 

8.7.47 

a-7.47 

9.7.47 

purpose of flight 

ZEtermination of MtLU% 
IO&S of vibzxtion. 

)evelopments of zethcds 
of calibration in heavy 
&lll-outs and under 
egative 'g'. 

hvestigation into the 
iar.Q.tion of lt?Vds wit! 
A- speed. 

1, 

Faults aetcctea 

a) Irre@arity of time mark: 
b) D-rift in accelerometer 

lewls. 
c) Amplifier trouble on &an. 

nels 1 ana 3. 
a) Trouble with fix% of 

appaxatus at negatlxe 'g', 

Modifications Ground tsts Remarks 

ine 40 cycle galvon 1 Gauge resistance to 
leter f1ttea for 
:Z-id.. Flew power 
G3ck fcr time- 
La&w lnsta11ea. 

earth satisfactcq 

Attempts were z~~de.to 
bounce the aircia$t 
heavily on the w 
ln order to determine 
modes of vibretion. 

tisfactoxy owing 

Irregularity of time 
marks and lack of n 
bering found to be 

4 due to ~mlty power 
supply for tinle-mar~r. 
!t%mpemtuE tests on In omler to have as 
Miller and statham Illaqy channels a.7 pos- 
accelerometers show&l'sible working for 
better results for test flights, zi new 
Statham accelercmetw~. amplifier and three 

incomplete. 



m. of 
test 

flight 

16 

lxlte Furpose of flight Faults detected Modifications Ground Tests Remarks 

28.10-47 Erelimimty flight to 
aeteme SensltivTL~ 
settmgs on new 
emplifier. 

chanmls of nex apli.fier. 
(b) U.K. galvonmeter readxng 

invertecL 

29.10.47 3&hours continuous 
lanaings and take-offs 
for 3tud.y of strain 
gauge calibmt~on 
1eVels. 

30.2 0.47 64 hours cross-country 
fhght to try mt 

This flight was 
intended as a dress 

mthcds of sanplmg, rehearsal for the 
calibration etc. fin&l proJect. 
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III AFPENDIx 

Calibration of pick-ups znd record;ng equipment 

. 

A number of detailed calibration test:; me IT& in the laboratory 
prior to flight tests to chook the linearity and frequenoy response 
of pick-ups and recording equipment, Calibration figures obtained in 
laboratory tests, however, cannot bti rolicd upon to remain constant 
during a series of flight tests and it is desirable to have some means 
of makmg a spot check of the sensitivities without a detailed explora- 
tion Methods for making a simple oheck during flight are now described: 
the sensitivities of the pick-ups are in all oases considcrod in conjunc- 
tion I-mth those of the recording cquipmont and when methods of calibrat- 
ing a pick-up are desoribed the appropriate recording channel is included 
with the pick-up. 

Calibration of accelerometers by inversion 

The most direct way of cheoking the calibration of the awelero- 
meters is by inversion, iOeG by applying in effect a decremental accclera- 
tion of 2g. Records are taken at a suitable sensitivity with the accelero- 
meters the right-way-up and up-side-down0 In the case of Miller accelero- 
meters mounted on a heavy metal base or clamp, the base as well as the 
accelerometer must bo inverted since the induction of the coils is 
affected by the surrounding mot&, (errors up to 10% can be obtained 
if this precaution is omitted)* 

The method of inversion is generally only practicable u the 
case of the accelerometer in the mid fuselage. This or any other 
accessible accelerometer is termed the 'master accelerometer' and the 
sensitivities of other accelerometers are determined relative to that 
of the master accelerometer by oomparing simultaneous records obtained 
during manoeuvres in which a reasonably equal aooeleration is imposed 
on the whole aircraft. 

Elibration of acceleromL!ers Ly pull-outs 

The best manoeuvrt? for calAbrating accelermeters is a slow pull-out. 
It should be carried out in smooth air if possible. (Calibrations can be 
obtained from gull-outs made in rough air but the results cannot be 
analysed so accurately). The procedure is as follows:- the aircraft is 
put into a shallow dive and pulled out slowly until the required accelera- 
tion is rccordod on a Kollsman or other visual aooelerometer. The 
maximum acwloration is maintained for a second or IXO and then the 
aircraft is brought back slowly to the straight and lcvcl attitude and 
original cruis2ng speed. The objeot of carrying out the manoeuvre 
slowly is to reduce the accelerations in pitch ln order to obtain 
sensibly the same normal acceleration at cveq: part of the aircraft. 
The following records Marc taken:- before the pull-out a record of the 
accelerometer signals during straight and level flight at fixed airspeed 
and engine settings, with blips in numerical order on each ohannel to 
check amplifier and reoorder sensitivities and to identify the traces. 
A record i.~? next taken of the complete pull-out followed by a check 
record during straight and level flight. 

l?hc records are analysed by plotting the readings for each 
acoeleromcter against the master acoeleromcter reading at the same instant c 
time: the result should be a straight lint tith very little scatter. 

When it is not possible to perform pull-outs (e.g- m sn airliner 
carrying passengers) a sustained turn can be substituted for the pull-out. 



Calibrations made by the above methods are finally expressed in 
terms of deflection per unit acceleration, the scales of deflection 
appropriate to each flignt being used in the analysis of the records 
obtained in that flight. 

Calibration of strain gauges by pull-outs 

The sensitiviw of the strain gauges cannot be relied upon to 
remain constant and a check of sensitivity is strongly advisable each 
flight. There is no perfect calibration method for strain gauges but 
a method which has much to recommend it is that of calibrating in flight 
by means of a rapidly performed standardised pull-out. The aircraft is 
first flown straight and level at f'tied airspeed and engine settings: 
it is then put into a shallow dive again at f&ed airspeed and engine 
settings and when conditions are steady the control column is pulled 
hsrd back until 2g is read on the Kollsman or wsual accelerometer. 
The contrcl column is then pushed quickly forward again and the air- 
craft returned to straight and level flight at the original airspeed 
and engine settings. The mnoeuvre should if possible be carried out 
in smooth air; if done in rough air the records v.il.1 be more difficult 
to analyse and will give less reliable results. Records with blips 
on all channels in nmnerical order are taken during the straight and 
level flights and at.2h.g the pull-out. The airspeed should be noted 
during the pull-out. The object of pulling-out as quickly as possible 
is to ensure that the extra air loading on the wing is applied befors 
the airspeed has time to fall off. If it is allowed to fall off the 
distribution of air load on the wing will chenge and different strain 
gauge readings will be obtained at the same normal acceleration going 
in and coming out of the pull-out. An example of this effect is given 
in Fig.2, whioh shows a plct of calibration readings obtained in two 
HOW pull-outs of about ten seconds duration. The differneces in slope 
Lare probably due to the pull-outs being made at different airspeeds 
and fuel loads, and the narrow loops ore caused by the airspeed falli=g 
off during the pull-outs. 

Calibration of strain gauges from difference in ground and flight readims 

Ror strain gauges in the wing a calibration amy be obtained from 
the difference in wing loading when the aircract is stationery on the 
ground and flymg straight and level0 The chief drawback to this msthod 
is that a certain time as bound to elapse between the ground and flight 
readings during which the strain gauge signals may drift omng to heating 
and instability effects in the equipment. It is then impossible to 
distinguish between the change in signal due to increased wing loading 
ana tbt sue t0 aft. In calibrations made at the beginning of flight 
the error tue to drift nay be reduced by switching on the ele&,r&al 
equipment z to 1 hour before flight on order to allow it to attain a 
steady temperature, The calibration procedure is then as follows:- 
records on the ground arc taken first with the engines off and then 
with the engines ticking over at f&ed r.p.m, and the aircraft facing 
into wind. The records should show Uips on all strain gauge channels 
in numerical order and the spots from the strain gauges shouldbe 
displaced to allow room for deflection when the aimraft becomes airborne. 
us soon as the aimraft is airborne and the air conditions are smooth a 
record is taken in straight and love1 flight at fixed airspeed and engme 
settings with blips on all strain gauge cztieJ.s. If smooth air is not 
quickly obtainable a record is taken while the sircraft IS still climbing 
at a fixed rata of climb and airspeed. Taking the record imm?diata.Ly ‘ 
the aircraft is airborne while still olimbing recluces the time in which 
mft is charring but r@-y make the records hsrder to analyse ov&g to 
the turbulence often encountered at low altitudes. 
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Errors U-I the ground readxngs are introduced by static friction 
(thu causes the wmg to take up a position other thsn its equilibriun 
positIon) and by ground. level winds. Nevertheless reasunably reliable 
results can be obtaued., (see Pig.3 whxh shows repeated ground snd 
flight readings taken over a period of 2 hours, the errors being within 
A 6%). It may be necessary to eJ.low for the effect of the cons~ption 
of fuel load =n this method. of calibration: for exax@e, in the ~asf 
of the Lancaster the szrangement of the fuel tar&~ in the wing is smh 
that the difference between the wing root bending moment on tke ground 
and. zn level flxght is approxima tely 3% less mth wing tanks empty 
than xxth wtig tanks full. 

The strain calibrations are used to detcrmzne scales of deflection 
for each flight to be used zn analysing the records. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Technique for takmg sample records in flight 

If the recorder is run continuously fcr a long series of' flights, 
the amount of recording paper used till be difficult to handle and will 
require a very large nmber of man-hours to analyse, (with continuous 
recording at linch/seccnd, ever 56 miles 
hours). 

of film are used in 100 flying 
For occasional flights continuous recording can be used but 

it is mere economical in paper, and the amount of film to be developed 
and analysed is more easily handled, if a system of sampling in the 
air is adopted. 

Recommended method of samplix 

The observer takes sample records of fixed duratrcn at regular 
intervals of time0 The records are taken for the whole of the flight 
from the time of raising to that of lowering the undercarriage, A 
suitable duraticn for the sample is 24 seconds, At a film speed of 
1 inchbeccnd this gives a length of 24 inches, which is a convenient 
length for analysis, (24 inches is also the length of record at which 
the recorder shuts itself off automatically.) The frequency of sampling 
is varied according to the severity of the turbulence encountered. In 
smooth flying conditions (accelerations at the wing tip less than O.lg) 
the samples are widely spaced working up to nearly continuous recording 
when rapid changes in the severity of the turbulence are encountered; 
for example, when flying in and cut of c~ulus cloud tops with smooth 
air inbetween. In most cases five rates of recording are sufficient, 

1 sample every & hour for smooth air, '1 every 3 hour for very slight 
turbulence, 1 every 5 minutes for slight turbulence, 1 every 2s minutes 
for slight and moderate turbulence and I every minute for occasional 
large gusts cr rapidly changing ccnditicnsO In deciding the frequencies 
of ssmpling consideration should be given to the man-hours available for 
analysing the records. 

This method of sempling requires a reliable and experienced 
observer sincc he has to decide which frequency of sampling is appropriate 
for the weather conditions end when to reload the csmera in order not to 
interfere with the ssmpling; he must also keep a careful log during ths 
flight. The log should include for each record:- 

Tune of recording 

Indicated airspeed 

Altitude 

Outsade temperature 

Rate of climb cr descent, rate of turn if any 

Type and amount of cloud 

Position of aircraft relative to cloud 

Observer's comments on trxbulence 

Pilot's ccmments on turbulenoe 

Whether aircraft is flown manually or on auto-pilot 

Changes made to recording equipment, e.g. change of accumu- 
lators, readjustment of spots cn soreen, or change of 
senoitivity settings, 

- 2C - 
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The all-up weight of' the aircraft shonld. also be noted for each 
flight and the fuel contents of the tanks at the beginning and. end of, 
and occasionally &rug, the.f'light. 

Alternative method of sampling 

The observer takes records of 2lt seconds duratLon every 2Jminutes 
of flxghto At thu frequency of ssmpllng about 300 feet of recording 
paper is used in nine hours at a speed of I inch/second. Vhen the 
observer is oertaln that the turbulence 1s too slight to recod., that 
partuxlar record can be orratted. 

. 
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~APPENDIXV - 

Analysis of the Records -- .-~ 

PART I 

Determination of' the acceleration of the centre of gravity of the aircraft 

Although Miller equipment, used in conJunction with accelerometer 
and strain gauge pick-ups, does not provide direct information on the 
magnitude and frequency of the gusts encountered, useful data on equiva- 
lent gusts oan be derived from the measurements of acceleration obtained, 
In particular the velocity of an equivalent gust, based on the assumption 
of a standard gust gradient, can be derived from the normal acceleration 
of the centre of gravity of the aircraft, - (by the centre of pravity is 
meant the mathematical oentre of gravity and not the so-called position 
of the centre of gravity on the aircraft frame). The advantage of analy- 
sing the records in terms of equivalent gusts is that the information 
obtained has a direct application to other aimraft. 

The normal acceleration of the aircraft centre of gravity is not 
measured directly since the accelerations measured at various stations 
in the aircraft contain not only oomponents of the rigid body accelera- 
tions of the aircraft but also components of acceleration due to struc- 
tural @scillations excited by the gust loading0 The normal acceleration 
of the centre of gravity may be determined from the measurements at a 
particular station either by removing the oscillatory part of the 
acceleration by eye, or by combining traces in certain proportions to 
eliminate the oscillatory accelerations 8 . This procedure is not always 
satisfactory since the rate of build-up and die-down of the acceleration 
of the aircraft centre of gravity is often comparable with that of the 
oscillatory acceleration (especially that of tho fundamental mode) 
making it difficult to separate the two, In such cases reference to 
other traces may help to determine how much of a psrticulsr acceleration 
is due to a nature.1 oscillation of the structure. A more direct method 
is to install two accelerometers in series, one on each wing at nodal 
points of the troublesome mode, thence obtaining a trace free of oscilla- 
tion in that mode (tvro accelerometers are neoessary in order to elin&nate 
roll). This method may not completely slisnn&e the mode at all times 
during the flight owing to movement of the mode with the consumable loads. 

PART II ---- 

Methods of count& 

Determination of scales and base lines* The records obtained for the 
measurement of loads in flight consist of a number of sample records 
of 24 seconds duration, (or-whatever duration of sample has been chosen). 
Each sample record shows eleven traces, the deflections of which repro- 
sent variation of strain or acceleration at particular statIons in the 
airoraft~ The records also provide a datum line from which to measure 
the deflection of the traces. To interpret the records in terms of 
acceleration and strain it is necessary to know the scale of deflection 
and the position of a base lin e representing a known acceleration or 
strain for each traoe. The scale of deflection is determined by the 
procedure for calibration described in Appendix III- The position of 
the base line is determined as follows:- 
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On each sample record the position of the mean line through each 
trace is estimated end its distance from the datum line plotted against 
the time of recording- The position of the mean line can be obtained 
mth the a~3 of the grid analyser described in Appendix VI, or deter- 
mined by an integrating mechanism. A number of points denoting the 
position of the mean line on each sample record ere obtained (see Figs. 
4 and ~51~ The value of acceleration or strati~representcd by the mean 
line is usually very near the value of the acceleration or strain in 
steady flight at normal cruising speed, It may, however, differ 
slightly from this value owing to inaccuracies in its determqtion, 
or because the record was taken when the aircraft was accclerat~ng 

'in a slight turn or Dull-out, or flying at a speed &fforent from the 
normal cruising speed Such differences oause irregularities in the 
variation of mean line position and th*se can be faired out to give 
an estimate of the base line position corresponding to straight and 
level flight at constant speed* 

The variation during flight invthe position of the base line for 
the acceleration traces is due to drift caused by znperfections in the 
equipment (e.g. inadequate temperature compensation, regulation of 
voltage supplied, effects of moisture, etcO)O It may in future be 
possible to reduce this drift to negligible proportions but at the 
present time it is necessary to adopt a method of analysis which takes 
account of this effect- Drift also OCGWX in the strain gauge records 
but in this ease the variation in the position of the mean line during\ 
flight is not solely oaused by defects in the equipment, but is partly 
due to variation in strain caused by changes in disposable load, If 
the two effects are separated the drift due to defects in the equipment 
is still large enough to necessitate the determination of a base line 
position for individual records0 

The value of acceleration in straight and level flight - i-e* lg - 
is an obvious choice for the base line from which to 'meas'ure the variation 
in acceleratnonO i?or the strain trace the choice of base line is not so 
straight forward since there are two possibilities, a base line represent- 
ing a constant strain can be wed, or one corresponding to a constant 
condition of flight - i.e straight and level flight at cruising speed. 
In some aircraft and for some positions of strain gauge the change in 
strain due to consmption of fuel is negligible so that the base lin? 
corresponding to the constant condition of flight does represent the 
same strain throughout the flight. In the other cases in which the 
two base lines are not identical a choice must be made0 For methods 
of counting which include peaks and ranges either base line can be used, 
whereas for simpler methods of oounting, mvolvmg only peaks or thres- 
holds crossed, an uncorrected straight and level flight base line will 
probably have to be used, 

FreacJ restrictioo 

In recording aocelerations, electric means are used to partially 
cut out high frequency vibrations, and only accelerations of which the 
frequency lies below a certain value are recorded within the required 
degree of accuracy Before analysing the records, the high frequency, 
vibrations which remain in the records, should be faired out. 

Amplitude restriction 

In order to count the orosslngs of threshold values or occurrences 
of peaks it is necessary to decide how far the trace must fall back below 
a particular peak or thrcohold value in order that the next occurrence of 
that peak or threshold crossing can qualify for another count. 

. 
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Time --+ 
Diagram (a) 

lbr example, counting th= peaks of diegram (a) it is necessary 
to decide whether four peaks are to be counted in the 1.35g to 1.45g 
band or only onec For the purpose of setting up fatigue tests in 
the laboratory a count of one would give a better indioation of the 
10aas to be app1iocL A count of one in the ease ahown in diagram (b) 
would however be misleading. In this oaso it is apparent that the 
number of peaks oountod in the 1.35g to 1.45g band depends largely 
on the variation in amplitude which the observer decides to neglect. 

TiW? -f 
Diagram (b) 

Two lines of approach are possible in deciding what variation 
to neglect* In one all variatwns whioh do not reduce the trace to 
an arbitrary value are negleoted - for example, it is stipulated 
that the trace must return to the lg level flight vnlue in be~een 
each count, (this is the method advocnted by Rooked); alternatively 
the variation to bo neglected can bo fiz&i relative to the threshold 
crossed or magnitude of the peak; for example, it is stipulated 
that the trace must cross into an adjacent bana between counts0 
If a method of oounting is adopt4 which takes account of peaks 
and ranges of ve.riatLon the variation in amplitude to be ncglccted 
is decided relative to the peak in the light of the degree of 
aocuraoy required, hut for methods of counting which inolude no 
account of the range the variation neglected has a more radical 
significance, 

Recommended method of' own- 

(4 Counting of maxima and minima and assooiated range 
, J5g -.-...- -- .A--- . -- -..-- -- .- .---- ---- 

.- --. - 

Diagram (o) 
Time -3 

A count is made of each m%ximum and minimw and of the 
associated range, that is the gap between the maximum and minimum 
being counted and the following minimum or maximwO In diagram (c) 
the following maxima and minima and associated ranges sre -ted, 
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Maximum or minimm -?i%xc 

A AE 
Ii BC 
C CD 
D DE 

The msximum or muCmun and its associated range are classified 
accordu~g to the acceleration band in whzch they occur and the magnitude 
of the range osn be conveniently oxprcssed UI terms of the band width. 
The count can be made ln a tabular form suoh as that shown in diagram (cl). 

IvWxlmum or nn.n~mum acceleration or strain 

Range of 

accelera- 
t1on or 
strain 

Diagram (d) 

A decision must be taken as to the minimum aoeociated range to be 
oounteds 

Alternati.ve methods of cm 

PJ) Counting of maxima and. m&ma - 

AU maxima and mlnime. are counted and classified accorcllng to the 
band in winch they ooour unless the value between adJacent max- and 
minima 1s less than a pre-determined m~smum - or alternatively, unless 
the adJacent maximum or m.uu.mum occws Ln the ssme bsnd. 

(c) Countmg of peaks 

Peaks (~.e* m.ax- and minima conoavo to the base line) are counted 
and classified according to the band in which they OCCW~ The count 
obtaIned v&l1 depend on the variation between turnmE poo-i& deemed 
ne&.gible. If peaks less than a certain magnitude are not counted 
there is a 'dead area' on Esther side of the base line. 

(a) CountmE of thresholds crossed 

A count is made of the nwnber of times the trace exceeds certain 
threshold values0 The count obtamcd will depend on the 'faGoff' 
below the threshold value deemed necessary for a 'rz-cross of the threshold 
to constitute another count. 
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&?ENDIX VI 

A Grid Analyser Designed to Assist in the Analysis of Records 

The grid analyser show in Fig.6 consists of a thin perspex 

plate with a slight inset on the underside in which is mounted an 
adjustable grid of nylon wires. The grid spacing can be adjusted to 
any required scale by revolving the arms to which the wires are attached. 
Two scales at either end of the grid provide a means of readily deter- 
mining the spacing between wires. 

The instrwnent is designed to assist in two operations:- 

(1) in the determination of the positiond a mean line through 
each trace, 

(2) in the counting of peaks, thresholds crossed and amplitudes 
between peaks. 

For the first operation only the oentral zero wire is required, 
The position of the grid analyser on the record is adjusted until the 
z.ero wire is judged to lie in a mean position across the trace; the 
distance of this mean position from the datum line is then read directly 
on the grid scale. 

To count peaks and thresholds crossed the grid is adjusted so 
that the spaoing between wires represents a suitable width of band and 
the grid is then positioned on the record with the zero wire lying in 
the oorrected mean line position (see Appendix V). A oount of peaks 
or thresholds crossed can then be readily made by looking along the bands, 
and the range between a%acent peaks estimated by counting the wires 
crossed, 

. 
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TABLE I 

Accelerometer 
ITumber 

Relatzve Sensitivity 

15th July 18th July 29th July 

l?lrst secod Thld Fomth First Second n11??3 Fourth Prst Second Thud 
pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out pull-out 

I 0.79 0.81 0.82 O.%Z 0.83 0.85 0.83 0.86 1.02 

I 2 I 0.89 I 0.91 I 0.91 0.90 1.03 1.01 I 0.97 0.97 1.19 1 .O% I 

I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 

t 
3 0.%3 0.%5 0.84 0.%3 O.%% 0.84 0.85 0.%5 1.06 1.09 1.07 

4 1.23 I.25 1.25 1.25 1.35 1.30 1.29 1.29 1.62 1.56 1.66 





FIG. I 

(@A=ELERO~VKTER POSITIONS 

(b) STRAIN GAUGE POSITIONS, 

ACCELEROMETER POSITIONS. 
@ OUTER PURT ENGINE FRONT INNER FOUT 

@ FRONT !%%I? FRONT FACE 5ETWEEN 
INNER E OUTER PORT EN6lNC5. 

@ INNER PORT ENGINE FRONT INNER FOOT 
@ l=RfNW SPAR AFT F&Cc AT INNER 
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@FRONT SPAR AFT FACE BOTTOM 
9OOM AT FUSELAQC CEUlRE UNE. 

@ FRONT SPAR AFT FACE NEAR WING TIP 
18” INBOARO FROM AILSRON END RIB. 

cl FORWARO FACE OP MAIN BULKHEAD 
BETWEEI.3OMB AMhER’S & PrLQT3 
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0 5 HEAVY FRAME JU5T FORMRO OF 
TAIL TURRET 

’ FIG. I ACCELEROMETER 
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AIRCRAFT 
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EOARO OF INNER ENGINE-PORT SIDE 

@ LOWER SPAR BOOM 3JST OUTEOARD 
OF INNER ENqlNE- 5TAR5MRO SIDE. 

. . 
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